Abstract. In this paper, we develop verifiable and computable performance analysis of sparsity recovery. We define a family of goodness measures for arbitrary sensing matrices as a set of optimization problems, and design algorithms with a theoretical global convergence guarantee to compute these goodness measures. The proposed algorithms solve a series of second-order cone programs, or linear programs. As a by-product, we implement an efficient algorithm to verify a sufficient condition for exact sparsity recovery in the noise-free case. We derive performance bounds on the recovery errors in terms of these goodness measures. We also analytically demonstrate that the developed goodness measures are non-degenerate for a large class of random sensing matrices, as long as the number of measurements is relatively large. Numerical experiments show that, compared with the restricted isometry based performance bounds, our error bounds apply to a wider range of problems and are tighter, when the sparsity levels of the signals are relatively low.
Introduction.
Sparse signal recovery (or compressive sensing) has revolutionized the way we think of signal sampling [11] . It goes far beyond sampling and has also been applied to areas as diverse as medical imaging, remote sensing, radar, sensor arrays, image processing, computer vision, and so on. Mathematically, sparse signal recovery aims to reconstruct a sparse signal, namely a signal with only a few non-zero components, from usually noisy linear measurements:
where x ∈ R n is the sparse signal, y ∈ R m is the measurement vector, A ∈ R m×n is the sensing/measurement matrix, and w ∈ R m is the noise. A theoretically justified way to exploit the sparseness in recovering x is to minimize its 1 norm under certain constraints [9] .
In this paper, we investigate the problem of using the ∞ norm as a performance criterion for sparse signal recovery via 1 minimization. Although the 2 norm has been used as the performance criterion by the majority of published research in sparse signal recovery, the adoption of the ∞ norm is well justified. Other popular performance criteria, such as the 1 and 2 norms of the error vectors, can all be expressed in terms of the ∞ norm in a tight and non-trivial manner. More importantly, the ∞ norm of the error vector has a direct connection with the support recovery problem. To see this, assuming we know a priori the minimal non-zero absolute value of the components of the sparse signal, then controlling the ∞ norm within half of that value would guarantee exact recovery of the support. Support recovery is arguably one of the most important and challenging problems in sparse signal recovery. In practical applications, the support is usually physically more significant than the component values. For example, in radar imaging using sparse signal recovery, the sparsity constraints are usually imposed on the discretized time-frequency domain. The distance and velocity of a target have a direct correspondence to the support of the sparse signal. The magnitude determined by coefficients of reflection is of less physical significance [1, 18, 19] . Refer to [27] for more discussions on sparse support recovery.
Another, perhaps more important, reason to use the ∞ norm as a performance criterion is the verifiability and computability of the resulting performance bounds. A general strategy to study the performance of sparse signal recovery is to define a measure of the goodness of the sensing matrix, and then derive performance bounds in terms of the goodness measure. The most well-known goodness measure is undoubtedly the restricted isometry constant (RIC) [7] . Upper bounds on the 2 and 1 norms of the error vectors for various recovery algorithms have been expressed in terms of the RIC. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to verify that the RIC of a specific sensing matrix satisfies the conditions for the bounds to be valid, and even more difficult to directly compute the RIC itself. Actually, the only known sensing matrices with nice RICs are certain types of random matrices [20] . By using the ∞ norm as a performance criterion, we develop a framework in which a family of goodness measures for the sensing matrices are verifiable and computable. The computability further justifies the connection of the ∞ norm with the support recovery problem, since for the connection described in the previous paragraph to be practically useful, we must be able to compute the error bounds on the ∞ norm.
The verifiability and computability open doors for wide applications. In many practical applications of sparse signal recovery, e.g., radar imaging [24] , sensor arrays [22] , DNA microarrays [25] , and MRI [21] , it is beneficial to know the performance of the sensing system before its implementation and the taking of measurements. In addition, in these application areas, we usually have the freedom to optimally design the sensing matrix. For example, in MRI the sensing matrix is determined by the sampling trajectory in the Fourier domain; in radar systems the optimal sensing matrix design is connected with optimal waveform design, a central topic of radar research. To optimally design the sensing matrix, we need to 1. analyze how the performance of recovering x from y is affected by A, and define a function ω(A) to accurately quantify the goodness of A in the context of sparse signal reconstruction; 2. develop algorithms to efficiently verify that ω(A) satisfies the conditions for the bounds to hold, as well as to efficiently compute ω(A) for arbitrarily given A; 3. design mechanisms to select within a matrix class the sensing matrix that is optimal in the sense of best ω(A). In this paper, we successfully address the first two points in the ∞ performance analysis framework.
We now preview our contributions. First of all, we propose using the ∞ norm as a performance criterion for sparse signal recovery and establish its connections with other performance criteria. We define a family of goodness measures of the sensing matrix, and use them to derive performance bounds on the ∞ norm of the recovery error vector. Performance bounds using other norms are expressed using the ∞ norm. Numerical simulations show that these bounds are tighter than the RIC based bounds when the sparsity levels of the signals are relatively small. Secondly and most importantly, using fixed point theory, we develop algorithms to efficiently compute the goodness measures for given sensing matrices by solving a series of second-order cone programs or linear programs, depending on the specific goodness measure being computed. We analytically demonstrate the algorithms' convergence to the global optima from any initial point. As a by-product, we obtain a fast algorithm to verify the sufficient condition guaranteeing exact sparse recovery via 1 minimization. Finally, we show that the goodness measures are non-degenerate for subgaussian and isotropic random sensing matrices as long as the number of measurements is relatively large, a result parallel to that of the RIC for random matrices.
Several attempts have been made to address the verifiability and computability of performance analysis for sparse signal recovery, mainly based on the RIC [7, 9] and the Null Space Property (NSP) [13] . Due to the difficulty of explicitly computing the RIC and verifying the NSP, researchers use relaxation techniques to approximate these quantities. Examples include semi-definite programming relaxation [14, 15] and linear programming relaxation [20] . To the best of the authors' knowledge, the algorithms of [14] and [20] represent state-of-the-art techniques in verifying the sufficient condition of unique 1 recovery. In this paper, we directly address the computability of the performance bounds. More explicitly, we define the goodness measures of the sensing matrices as optimization problems and design efficient algorithms with theoretical convergence guarantees to solve the optimization problems. An algorithm to verify a sufficient condition for exact 1 recovery is obtained only as a by-product. Our implementation of the algorithm performs orders of magnitude faster than the stateof-the-art techniques in [14] and [20] , consumes much less memory, and produces comparable results.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notations, and we present the measurement model, three convex relaxation algorithms, and the sufficient and necessary condition for exact 1 recovery. In section 3, we derive performance bounds on the ∞ norms of the recovery errors for several convex relaxation algorithms. In Section 4, we design algorithms to verify a sufficient condition for exact 1 recovery in the noise-free case, and to compute the goodness measures of arbitrarily given sensing matrices. Section 5 is devoted to the probabilistic analysis of our ∞ performance measures. We evaluate the algorithms' performance in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.
2. Notations, Measurement Model, and Recovery Algorithms. In this section, we introduce notations and the measurement model, and review recovery algorithms based on 1 minimization.
For any vector x ∈ R n , the norm x k,1 is the summation of the absolute values of the k (absolutely) largest components of x. In particular, the ∞ norm x ∞ = x 1,1 and the 1 norm x 1 = x n,1 . The classical inner product in R n is denoted by ·, · , and the 2 (or Euclidean) norm is x 2 =
x, x . We use · to denote a general norm.
The support of x, supp(x), is the index set of the non-zero components of x. The size of the support, usually denoted by the 0 "norm" x 0 , is the sparsity level of x. Signals of sparsity level at most k are called k−sparse signals. If S ⊂ {1, · · · , n} is an index set, then |S| is the cardinality of S, and x S ∈ R |S| is the vector formed by the components of x with indices in S.
We use e i , 0, O, and 1 to denote respectively the ith canonical basis vector, the zero column vector, the zero matrix, and the column vector with all ones. Suppose x is a k−sparse signal. In this paper, we observe x through the following linear model:
where A ∈ R m×n is the measurement/sensing matrix, y is the measurement vector, and w is noise.
Many algorithms have been proposed to recover x from y by exploiting the sparseness of x. We focus on three algorithms based on 1 minimization: the Basis Pursuit [12] , the Dantzig selector [10] , and the LASSO estimator [29] .
Basis Pursuit: min
Dantzig: min
Here µ is a tuning parameter, and ε is a measure of the noise level. All three optimization problems have efficient implementations using convex programming or even linear programming.
In the noise-free case where w = 0, roughly speaking all the three algorithms reduce to 5) which is the 1 relaxation of the NP hard 0 minimization problem:
A minimal requirement on 1 minimization algorithms is the uniqueness and exactness of the solutionx def = argmin z:Az=Ax x 1 , i.e.,x = x. When the true signal x is k−sparse, the sufficient and necessary condition for exact 1 recovery is [16, 17, 30] 
where Ker(A) def = {z : Az = 0} is the kernel of A, and S ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is an index set. Expressed in terms of · k,1 , the necessary and sufficient condition becomes
The approaches in [20] and [14] for verifying the sufficient condition (2.8) are based on relaxing the following optimization problem in various ways:
Clearly, α k < 1/2 is necessary and sufficient for exact 1 recovery for k−sparse signals. Unfortunately, the direct computation of (2.9) for general k is extremely difficult: it is the maximization of a norm (convex function) over a polyhedron (convex set) [4] . In [20] , in a very rough sense α 1 was computed by solving n linear programs:
where e i is the ith canonical basis in R n . This, together with the observation that α k < kα 1 , yields an efficient algorithm to verify (2.8). However, in [26] , we found that the primal-dual method of directly solving (2.8) as the following n linear programs
gives rise to an algorithm orders of magnitude faster. In the next section, we will see how the computation of α 1 arises naturally in the context of ∞ performance evaluation.
3. Performance Bounds on the ∞ Norms of the Recovery Errors. In this section, we derive performance bounds on the ∞ norms of the error vectors. We first establish a theorem characterizing the error vectors for the 1 recovery algorithms, whose proof is given in Appendix 8.1
Proposition 3.1. Suppose x in (2.1) is k−sparse and the noise w satisfies w ≤ ε, A T w ∞ ≤ µ, and A T w ∞ ≤ κµ, κ ∈ (0, 1), for the Basis Pursuit, the Dantzig selector, and the LASSO estimator, respectively. Define h =x − x as the error vector for any of the three 1 recovery algorithms (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4). Then we have
where c = 2 for the Basis Pursuit and the Dantzig selector, and c = 2/(1 − κ) for the LASSO estimator.
An immediate corollary of Proposition 3.1 is to bound the 1 and 2 norms of the error vector using the ∞ norm:
Corollary 3.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.1, we have
i.e., a thresholding operator recovers the signal support.
For ease of presentation, we have the following definition: Definition 3.3. For any real number s ∈ [1, n] and matrix A ∈ R m×n , define
where Q is either A or A T A. Now we present the error bounds on the ∞ norm of the error vectors for the Basis Pursuit, the Dantzig selector, and the LASSO estimator.
Theorem 3.4. Under the assumption of Proposition 3.1, we have
for the Basis Pursuit,
for the Dantzig selector, and
for the LASSO estimator. Proof. Observe that for the Basis Pursuit
and similarly,
for the LASSO estimator. The conclusions of Theorem 3.4 follow from equations (3.2), (3.3), and Definition 3.3.
One of the primary contributions of this work is the design of algorithms that compute ω (A, s) and ω ∞ (A T A, s) efficiently. The algorithms provide a way to numerically assess the performance of the Basis Pursuit, the Dantzig selector, and the LASSO estimator according to the bounds given in Theorem 3.4. According to Corollary 3.2, the correct recovery of signal support is also guaranteed by reducing the ∞ norm to some threshold. In Section 5, we also demonstrate that the bounds in Theorem 3.4 are non-trivial for a large class of random sensing matrices, as long as m is relatively large. Numerical simulations in Section 6 show that in many cases the error bounds on the 2 norms based on Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 are tighter than the RIC based bounds. We expect the bounds on the ∞ norms in Theorem 3.4 are even tighter, as we do not need the relaxation in Corollary 3.2.
We note that a prerequisite for these bounds to be valid is the positiveness of the involved ω (·). We call the validation of ω (·) > 0 the verification problem. Note that from Theorem 3.4, ω (·) > 0 implies the exact recovery of the true signal x in the noise-free case. Therefore, verifying ω (·) > 0 is equivalent to verifying a sufficient condition for exact 1 recovery.
Verification and Computation of ω .
In this section, we present algorithms for verification and computation of ω (·). We will present a very general algorithm and make it specific only when necessary. For this purpose, we use Q to denote either A or A T A, and use · to denote a general norm.
4.1. Verification of ω > 0. Verifying ω (Q, s) > 0 amounts to making sure z 1 / z ∞ ≤ s for all z such that Qz = 0. Equivalently, we can compute
Then, when s < s * , we have ω (Q, s) > 0. We rewrite the optimization (4.1) as
which is solved using the following n linear programs:
The dual problem for (4.3) is
where e i is the ith canonical basis vector. We solve (4.3) using the primal-dual algorithm expounded in Chapter 11 of [5] , which gives an implementation much more efficient than the one for solving its dual (4.4) in [20] . This method is also used to implement the 1 MAGIC for sparse signal recovery [6] . Due to the equivalence of A T Az = 0 and Az = 0, we always solve 
Computation of ω . Now we turn to one of the primary contributions of this work, the computation of ω . The optimization problem is as follows: 6) or equivalently,
We will show that 1/ω (Q, s) is the unique fixed point of certain scalar function. To this end, we define functions f s,i (η), i = 1, . . . , n and f s (η) over [0, ∞) parameterized by s ∈ (1, s * ): 8) since the domain for the maximization is symmetric to the origin, and
where for the last but one equality we have exchanged the two maximizations. For η > 0, it is easy to show that strong duality holds for the optimization problem defining f s,i (η). As a consequence, we have the dual form of f s,i (η):
where · * is the dual norm of · . In the definition of f s (η), we basically replaced the z ∞ in the denominator of the fractional constraint in (4.7) with η. The following theorem states that the unique positive fixed point of f s (η) is exactly 1/ω (Q, s). See Appendix 8.2 for the proof.
Theorem 4.2. The functions f s,i (η) and f s (η) have the following properties:
≥ sη > η for sufficiently small η > 0, and there exists ρ < 1 such that f s (η) < ρη for sufficiently large η; the same holds for f s,i (η); 5. f s,i and f s (η) have unique positive fixed points η * i = f s,i (η * i ) and η * = f s (η * ), respectively; and η * = max i η * i ; 6. The unique positive fixed point of f s (η), η * , is equal to 1/ω (Q, s); 7. For η ∈ (0, η * ), we have f s (η) > η; and for η ∈ (η * , ∞), we have f s (η) < η; the same statement holds also for f s,i (η). 8. For any > 0, there exists ρ 1 ( ) > 1 such that f s (η) > ρ 1 ( )η as long as 0 < η ≤ (1 − )η * ; and there exists ρ 2 ( ) < 1 such that f s (η) < ρ 2 ( )η as long as η > (1 + )η * . Theorem 4.2 implies three ways to compute the fixed point of η * = 1/ω (Q, s) for f s (η).
1. Naive Fixed Point Iteration: Property 8) of Theorem 4.2 suggests that the fixed point iteration
starting from any initial point η 0 > 0 converges to η * , no matter η 0 < η * or η 0 > η * . The algorithm can be made more efficient in the case η 0 < η * . More specifically, since f s (η) = max i f s,i (η), at each fixed point iteration, we set η t+1 to be the first f s,i (η t ) that is greater than η t + with some tolerance parameter. If for all i, f s,i (η t ) < η t + , then f s (η t ) = max i f s,i (η t ) < η t + , which indicates the optimal function value can not be improved greatly and the algorithm should terminate. In most cases, to get η t+1 , we need to solve only one optimization problem max z z i : Qz ≤ 1, z 1 ≤ sη t instead of n. This is in contrast to the case where η 0 > η * , because in the later case we must compute all f s,i (η t ) to update η t+1 = max i f s,i (η t ). An update based on a single f s,i (η t ) might generate a value smaller than η * . In Figure 4 .1, we illustrate the behavior of the naive fixed point iteration algorithm (4.11). These figures are generated by Matlab for a two dimensional problem. We index the sub-figures from left to right and from top to bottom. The first (upper left) sub-figure shows the star-shaped region S = {z : Qz ∞ ≤ 1, z 1 / z ∞ ≤ s}. Starting from an initial η 0 < η * , the algorithm solves
in sub-figure 2. The solution is denoted by the black dot. Although the true domain for the optimization in (4.12) is the intersection of the distorted ∞ ball {z : Qz ∞ ≤ 1} and the 1 ball {z : z 1 ≤ sη 0 }, the intersection of the 1 ball (light gray diamond) and the star-shaped region S forms the effective domain, which is the dark grey region in the sub-figures. To see this, we note the optimal value of the optimization (4.12) η 1 = x * 1 ∞ = f s (η 0 ) > η 0 according to 7) of Theorem 4.2, implying that, for the optimal solution x * 1 , we have x * 1 1 / x * 1 ∞ ≤ x * 1 1 /η 0 ≤ s. Therefore, the optimal solution x * 1 can always be found in the dark grey region. In the following sub-figures, at each iteration, we expand the 1 ball until we get to the tip point of the star-shaped region S, which is the global optimum. Despite of its simplicity, the naive fixed point iteration has two major disadvantages. Firstly, the stopping criterion based on successive improvement is not accurate as it does not reflect the gap between η t and η * . This disadvantage can be remedied by starting from both below and above η * . The distance between corresponding terms in the two generated sequences is an indication of the gap to the fixed point η * . However, the resulting algorithm is generally slow, especially when updating η t+1 from above η * . Secondly, the iteration process is slow when close to the fixed point η * . This is because ρ 1 ( ) and
* , and we set η U = f s (η M ). The bisection process can also be accelerated by setting η L = f s,i (η M ) for the first f s,i (η M ) greater than η M . The convergence of the bisection approach is much faster than the naive fixed point iteration because each iteration reduces the interval length at least by half. In addition, half the length of the interval is an upper bound on the gap between η M and η * , resulting an accurate stopping criterion. However, if the initial η U is too larger than η * , the majority of f s (η M ) would turn out to be less than η * . The verification of f s (η M ) < η M needs solving n linear programs or second-order cone programs, greatly degrading the algorithm's performance. 3. Fixed Point Iteration + Bisection: The third approach combines the advantages of the bisection method and the fixed point iteration method, at the level of f s,i (η). This method relies on the representation f s (η) = max i f s,i (η) and η * = max i η * i . Starting from an initial interval (η L0 , η U ) and the index set I 0 = {1, . . . , n}, we pick any i 0 ∈ I 0 and use the (accelerated) bisection method with starting interval (η L0 , η U ) to find the positive fixed point η * i0 of f s,i0 (η). For any i ∈ I 0 /i 0 , f s,i (η * i0 ) ≤ η * i0 implies that the fixed point η * i of f s,i (η) is less than or equal to η * i0 according to the continuity of f s,i (η) and the uniqueness of its positive fixed point. As a consequence, we remove this i from the index set I 0 . We denote I 1 as the index set after all such is removed, i.e.,
Next we test the i 1 ∈ I 1 with the largest f s,i (η * i0 ) and construct I 2 and η L2 in a similar manner. We repeat the process until the index set I t is empty. The η * i found at the last step is the maximal η * i , which is equal to η * .
Note that in equations (4.6), (4.7), and (4.9), if we replace the ∞ norm with any other norm (with some other minor modifications), especially · s,1 or · 2 , then a naive fixed point iteration algorithm still exists. In addition, as we did in Corollary 3.2, we can express other norms on the error vector in terms of · s,1 and · 2 . We expect the norm · s,1 would yield the tightest performance bounds. Unfortunately, the major problem is that in these cases, the function f s (η) do not admit an obvious polynomial time algorithm to compute. It is very likely the corresponding norm maximization defining f s (η) for · s,1 and · 2 are NP hard [4] .
Probabilistic Behavior of ω (Q, s).
In [26] , we defined the 1 -constrained minimal singular value ( 1 -CMSV) as a goodness measure of the sensing matrix and established performance bounds using 1 Despite the seeming resemblance of the definitions between ω (Q, s), especially ω 2 (A, s), and ρ s (A), the difference in the ∞ norm and the 2 norm has important implications. As shown in Theorem 4.2, the ∞ norm enables the design of optimization procedures with nice convergence properties to efficiently compute ω (Q, s). On the other hand, the 1 -CMSV yields tight performance bounds at least for a large class of random sensing matrices, as we will see in Theorem 5.2.
However, there are some interesting connections among these quantities, as shown in the following proposition. These connections allow us the analyze the probabilistic behavior of ω (Q, s) using the results for ρ s (A) established in [26] .
Proposition 5.1.
Proof. For any z such that z ∞ = 1 and z 1 ≤ s, we have
Taking the minimum over {z :
As a consequence, we have 6) where the first inequality is due to z 2 ≥ z ∞ , and the second inequality is because the minimization is taken over a larger set. As a consequence of the theorem we established in [26] and include below, we derive a condition on the number of measurements to get ω (Q, s) bounded away from zero with high probability for sensing matrices with i.i.d. subgaussian and isotropic rows. Note that a random vector X ∈ R n is called isotropic and subgaussian with constant L if E| X, u | 2 = u we have 
we have
Sensing matrices with i.i.d. subgaussian and isotropic rows include the Gaussian ensemble, and the Bernoulli ensemble, as well as the normalized volume measure on various convex symmetric bodies, for example, the unit balls of n p for 2 ≤ p ≤ ∞ [23] . In equations (5.13) and (5.14), the extra s in the lower bound of ω ∞ (A T A, s) would contribute an s factor in the bounds of Theorem 3.4. It plays the same role as the extra √ k factor in the error bounds for the Dantzig selector and the LASSO estimator in terms of the RIC and the 1 −CMSV [10, 26] .
The measurement bound (5.10) implies that the algorithms for verifying ω > 0 and for computing ω work for s at least up to the order m/ log n. The order m/ log n is complementary to the √ m upper bound in Proposition 4.1. Note that Theorem 5.2 implies that the following program:
verifies the sufficient condition for exact 1 recovery for s up to the order m/ log n, at least for subgaussian and isotropic random sensing matrices. Unfortunately, this program is NP hard and hence not tractable.
Numerical Experiments.
In this section, we provide implementation details and numerically assess the performance of the algorithms for solving (4.6) using the naive fixed point iteration. The numerical implementation and performance of (4.1) were previously reported in [26] and hence are omitted here. All the numerical experiments in this section were conducted on a desktop computer with a Pentium D CPU@3.40GHz, 2GB RAM, and Windows XP operating system, and the computations were running single-core.
Recall that the optimization defining f s,i (η) is
Depending on whether = 1, ∞, or 2, (6.1) is solved using either linear programs or second-order cone programs. For example, when = ∞, we have the following corresponding linear programs:
These linear programs are implemented using the primal-dual algorithm outlined in Chapter 11 of [5] . The algorithm finds the optimal solution together with optimal dual vectors by solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition using linearization. The major computation is spent in solving linear systems of equations with positive definite coefficient matrices. When = 2, we rewrite (6.1) as the following second-order cone programs min e
We use the log-barrier algorithm described in Chapter 11 of [5] to solve (6.3). Interested readers are encouraged to refer to [6] for a concise exposition of the general primal-dual and log-barrier algorithms and implementation details for similar linear programs and second-order cone programs. We test the algorithms on Bernoulli, Gaussian, and Hadamard matrices of different sizes. The entries of Bernoulli and Gaussian matrices are randomly generated from the classical Bernoulli distribution with equal probability and the standard Gaussian distribution, respectively. For Hadamard matrices, first a square Hadamard matrix of size n (n is a power of 2) is generated, then its rows are randomly permuted and its first m rows are taken as an m × n sensing matrix. All m × n matrices are normalized to have columns of unit length.
We compare our recovery error bounds based on ω with those based on the RIC. Combining Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.4, we have for the Basis Pursuit 4) and for the Dantzig selector
For comparison, the two RIC bounds are 6) for the Basis Pursuit, assuming δ 2k (A) < √ 2 − 1 [7] , and
for the Dantzig selector, assuming δ 2k (A)+δ 3k (A) < 1 [10] . Without loss of generality, we set ε = 1 and µ = 1. The RIC is computed using Monte Carlo simulations. More explicitly, for δ 2k (A), we randomly take 1000 sub-matrices of A ∈ R m×n of size m × 2k, compute the maximal and minimal singular values σ 1 and σ 2k , and approximate δ 2k (A) using the maximum of max(σ
) among all sampled sub-matrices. Obviously, the approximated RIC is always smaller than or equal to the exact RIC. As a consequence, the performance bounds based on the exact RIC are worse than those based on the approximated RIC. Therefore, in cases where our ω based bounds are better (tighter, smaller) than the approximated RIC bounds, they are even better than the exact RIC bounds.
In Tables 6.1, 6 .2, and 6.3, we compare the error bounds (6.4) and (6.6) for the Basis Pursuit algorithm. In the tables, we also include s * computed by (4.2), and k * = s * /2 , i.e., the maximal sparsity level such that the sufficient and necessary condition (2.7) holds. The number of measurements is taken as m = ρn , ρ = 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.8. Note the blanks mean that the corresponding bounds are not valid. For the Bernoulli and Gaussian matrices, the RIC bounds work only for k ≤ 2, even with m = 0.8n , while the ω 2 (A, 2k) bounds work up until k = 9. Both bounds are better for Hadamard matrices. For example, when m = 0.5n, the RIC bounds are valid for k ≤ 3, and our bounds hold for k ≤ 5. In all cases for n = 256, our bounds are smaller than the RIC bounds.
We next compare the error bounds (6.5) and (6.7) for the Dantzig selector. For the Bernoulli and Gaussian matrices, our bounds work for wider ranges of (k, m) pairs and are tighter in all tested cases. For the Hadamard matrices, the RIC bounds are better, starting from k ≥ 5 or 6. We expect that this indicates a general trend, namely, when k is relatively small, the ω based bounds are better, while when k is large, the RIC bounds are tighter. This was suggested by the probabilistic analysis of ω in Section 5. The reason is that when k is relatively small, both the relaxation x 1 ≤ 2k x ∞ on the sufficient and necessary condition (2.7) and the relaxation x − x 2 ≤ √ 2k x − x ∞ are sufficiently tight. Table 6 .7 we present the execution times for computing different ω. For random matrices with leading dimension n = 256, the algorithm generally takes 1 to 3 minutes to compute either ω 2 (A, s) or ω ∞ (A T A, s). In the last set of experiments, we compute ω 2 (A, 2k) and ω ∞ (A T A, 2k) for a Gaussian matrix and a Hadamard matrix, respectively, with leading dimension n = 512. The row dimensions of the sensing matrices range over m = ρn with ρ = 0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.8. In Figure 6 .1, we compare the 2 norm error bounds of the Basis Pursuit using ω 2 (A, 2k) and the RIC. The color indicates the values of the error bounds. We remove all bounds that are greater than 50 or are not valid. Hence, all white areas indicate that the bounds corresponding to (k, m) pairs that are too large or not valid. The left sub-figure is based on ω 2 (A, 2k) and the right sub-figure is based on the RIC. We observe that the ω 2 (A, 2k) based bounds apply to a wider range of (k, m) pairs.
In Figure 6 .2, we conduct the same experiment as in Figure 6 .1 for a Hadamard matrix and the Dantzig selector. We observe that for the Hadamard matrix, the RIC gives better performance bounds. This result coincides with the one we obtained in Table 6 .5.
The average time for computing each ω 2 (A, 2k) and ω ∞ (A T A, 2k) was around 15 minutes.
7. Conclusions. In this paper, we analyzed the performance of 1 sparse signal recovery algorithms using the ∞ norm of the errors as a performance criterion. We expressed other popular performance criteria in terms of the ∞ norm. A family of goodness measures of the sensing matrices was defined using optimization procedures. We used these goodness measures to derive upper bounds on the ∞ norms of the reconstruction errors for the Basis Pursuit, the Dantzig selector, and the LASSO estimator. Polynomial-time algorithms with established convergence properties were implemented to efficiently solve the optimization procedures defining the goodness measures. We expect that these goodness measures will be useful in comparing different sensing systems and recovery algorithms, as well as in designing optimal sensing matrices. In future work, we will use these computable performance bounds to optimally design k−space sample trajectories for MRI and to optimally design transmitting waveforms for compressive sensing radar. We first deal with the Basis Pursuit and the Dantzig selector. As observed by Candés in [7] , the fact that x 1 = x + h 1 is the minimum among all zs satisfying the constraints in (2.2) and (2.3), together with the fact that the true signal x satisfies the constraints as required by the conditions imposed on the noise in Proposition 3.1, imply that h S c 1 cannot be very large. To see this, note that
Therefore, we obtain h S 1 ≥ h S c 1 , which leads to
We now turn to the LASSO estimator(2.4). We use the proof technique in [8] (see also [3] ). Since the noise w satisfies A T w ∞ ≤ κµ for some small κ > 0, andx is a 
Consequently, substituting y = Ax + w yields
Using the Cauchy-Swcharz type inequality, we get 
Therefore, similar to the argument in (8.1), we have
where S = supp(x). Consequently, we have is compact-valued and continuous (both upper and lower hemicontinuous), according to Berge's Maximum Theorem [2] , the optimal value function f s,i (η) is continuous. The continuity of f s (η) follows from that finite maximization preserves the continuity. 2. To show the strict increasing property, suppose 0 < η 1 < η 2 and the dual Suppose λ * i is the optimal solution for each min λi e i − Q T λ i ∞ . For each i, we then have is the unique positive fixed point for f s (η).
We proceed to show that η * is a fixed point of f s (η). Suppose η * is a fixed point of f s,i0 (η), then it suffices to show that f s (η * ) = max i f s,i (η * ) = f s,i0 (η * ). If this is not the case, there exists i 1 = i 0 such that f s,i1 (η * ) > f s,i0 (η * ) = η * . The continuity of f s,i1 (η) and the property 4) imply that there exists η > η * with f s,i1 (η) = η, contradicting with the definition of η * . To show the uniqueness, suppose η * 1 is fixed point of f s,i1 (η) satisfying η * 1 < η * . Then, we must have f s,i0 (η * 1 ) > f s,i1 (η * 1 ) because otherwise the continuity implies the existence of another fixed point of f s,i0 (η). As a consequence, f s (η * 1 ) > f s,i1 (η * 1 ) = η * 1 and η * 1 is not a fixed point of f s (η). 6. Next we show η * = γ * def = 1/ω (Q, s). We first prove γ * ≥ η * for the fixed point η * = f s (η * ). Suppose z * achieves the optimization problem defining f s (η * ), then we have contradicting with the uniqueness of the fixed point for f s (η). The existence of ρ 2 ( ) can be proved in a similar manner.
